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On May 23, 2021, and June 4, 2021, I attended the St. Petersburg International New 
Music Festival "reMusik.org" as a participant in reMusik.org. The festival's activities 
consisted of lessons, lectures, reading sessions, and several concerts, including work and 
premiers from the tutors, participants, and other composers. The teaching and 
masterclasses took place conservatory and the Herzen University of Saint Petersburg. And 
performances took place in different venues around the city, in various concert halls, 
museums, and galleries. Participants were encouraged to visit these places in an 
excursion format. During these events, I had the opportunity to meet different 
composers, performers, and new music enthusiasts worldwide. All this, from musical input 
from the concerts, the art-driven locales, and fantastic interactions, resulted in a truly 
enriching experience. 

I was able to take private lessons from three internationally renowned composers, Sarah 
Nemstov, Sergej Newski, and Alexander Radvilovich. I was able to present completed 
works and work in progress. I received valuable insight and suggestions about it during 
the lessons. Other participants were also allowed to sit during the lessons and learn more 
about each other.  
I also attended many other tutors participating in the event, such as Klaus Lang, Dimitry 
Kourliandski, etc. The tutors spoke about their approaches to composition, personal 
experiences, and esthetics search during the classes. Participants were able to engage 
and discuss further with the tutors during and after the courses in an easy-going manner.  
Because of Covid-19, a good amount of the participants and tutors were unable to attend 
St. Petersburg. Therefore, some of the events took place online. It was also possible to 
access these events, and teaching was held similarly, so lessons, lectures, and readings 
were occurring here. And I was able to join some of these online events during my free 
time. 
Also, participants were asked to make presentations of their work; I had the chance to 
hear about other participant approaches, interests, and processes. And also allowed me 
to share my work and perspective with others. 
Another great opportunity was reading for a piano piece by Mikhail UBOV, the Moscow 
Contemporary Music Ensemble pianist. Who gave me great insight from his 
instrumentalists and professional perspective. I was also able to sit during other 
participants' readings sessions. Giving me more chances to hear and learn about their 
music and consideration to take into mind. 
During the festival, two concerts will happen every day, in different parts of the city. This 
was quite interesting as almost no concert will occur in the same place, giving us the 
chance to see other city locations. Such as concert halls, galleries, and museums that we 
were able to visit, broadening even more the artistic experience in the festival. 
The concerts were performed by several Ensembles and soloists from this aggrupations. 
All were coming from Russia and Abroad, including Moscow Contemporary Music 
Ensemble, GAMensemble, Konus Quartett, Ensemble C Barre, Recherche, etc. 




